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Abstract
In the twentieth century, majority of the countries were tempted to adopt up-to-date building
designs. The fashionable designs neglected the context of its environment, cultural values, social
performance and even economic perspective and sustainability. The year 1970 represented the
starting point of shifting Sultanate of Oman from being a closed, listless society to a modern state.
The aim to build a modern society did not compel this historic country to neglect its heritage or
cultural principles. The main hypothesis of this research is that Oman has wonderful experience in
cultural sustainability between traditional and contemporary residences. This research aims to derive
lessons and principles from such successful models of Oman. This work is dependent on a
theoretical foundation of previous related references, analysis, interpretation and a comparative case
study. Some tools used were interviews, analytical site visits and questionnaire. The research
succeeded in revealing the procedure used by Oman to keep the identity and continuity of its
buildings. The wonderful response of both traditional and contemporary Omani residence to the
surrounding, cultural aspects, and human needs is shown. This research provides a current example
to researchers, students, designers and decision makers of a humanely oriented house design.
Keywords: Traditional Omani architecture; Contemporary Omani residences, , cultural sustainability,
House Moqham, Bait el Dalalil

1. Introduction
The Sultanate of Oman is a country in South West Asia on the Arabian Sea with a
current population of 2.774 million according to 2010 census. (www.muscatdaily.com). In spite of
Oman’s dramatic developments over the last four decades following an oil-producing reaction,
Oman is one of the few countries in the Arab world that has kept its traditional culture in spite of
globalization and modernization. Recently, many calls were raised to re-evaluate
the relationship between modern architecture and its surroundings, inhabitants and its
equilibrium with the universe and the earth.
The traditional architecture of Oman was shaped by the forces of natural environment and
culture that affected lifestyle, mood, faith and identity-(Al Zubair, 2013). This paper will focus on
the cultural aspects which influenced Omani architecture and still is one of the vital parameters of
sustainability. According to Sir Geoffrey Jellicos; “Architecture is to make us know and remember who we
are” (Al Zubair, 2013) One life fact is that there can be as many different cultures as there are
different communities, and each community has its own beliefs, values, and traditions.
Accordingly, enabling each community to find methodologies that preserve each ones cultural
sustainability. This a cumulative effect when the world is viewed as one global community
consisting of many local ones. Moreover, special efforts to preserve traditionally built landmarks
that promot a sense of place, are crucial aspects of cultural sustainability. Accordingly, maintaining
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the historic monuments offer environmental advantages too because not demolishing the
structures means building materials are not disposed as waste in landfill (Scammon,
www.academia.edu )
This paper aims to recognize the successful Omani model for keeping cultural sustainability
between traditional and contemporary Omani architecture as a paradigm to other states,
researches, students, and design makers. It must be considered that the paper will limit the
research to Omani residences. “The most interactive type of Omani buildings with the cultural and
environmental constraints” (Abdul Majid, 2013) The paper also examines the sustainable design
parameters of traditional and contemporary residences and current behavior and attitude of
occupants to illuminate future studies.
This work is dependent on a theoretical foundation of previous related references, analysis,
interpretation and cross comparative case studies. Some tools were used like interviews, analytical
site analysis, and a questionnaire. The research succeeded in revealing the procedure used by
Oman to keep sustainability between its historic and contemporary structures. The wonderful
response of both traditional and contemporary Omani architecture to the environmental and
cultural needs is deduced. Nevertheless, the Omani people’s attitude concerning the cultural
sustainability is also revealed.
The first point clarifies the response of traditional Omani residence to both cultural and
environmental constraints. Then, the state policy in adopting contemporary and traditional
Omani architecture through many decisive regulations and legislations is discussed. The current
Omani people’s attitude to house design is illuminated through a questionnaire distributed by
architecture consultants. Results subsequently, Cultural continuity is revealed through cross case
study analysis of three residence examples that were erected in a time frame of three centuries.
Finally, the conclusion and recommendations are deduced.
2. Literature Review
A brief literature review about the main issue of this work; traditional Arabic house,
Omani architecture and cultural sustainability are laid out in this section.
Hassan Fathy discussed the importance of keeping balance between any structure and the
environment considering the climate, the material and the surroundings (Fathy, 1969) Basim
Hakim discussed the traditional Islamic architecture to drive principles and lessons from the past
to be used today in many publications (Hakim, 1986) (Hakim, 2008) (Hakim, 2009) AbdelMoniem El Shorbagy classified the vocabulary of traditional Islamic Arab house in detail (El
Shorbagy, 2010) Khaled Azzam discussed how the religion of Islam affected the daily life of
Muslim and its effects on art and architecture. He clarified that using the traditional forms has an
inherent symbolic language that stay alive (seen in Adam, 2008) The Omani architecture was
discussed in many publications; some books went through ancient Oman till the present
discussing all the types of architecture in all districts and the government’s effort in keeping the
continuity between the traditional and contemporary architecture and conservation (Damluji,
1999) (Bamdyopadhyay, 2001) (Biancifiori, 1994) (Kit, 2002) (Al Zubair, 2013) Most of the
publications that discussed the Omani house clarified the effect of the climate with reference to
the cultural effect (Al Lawati, 2005) (Abdul Majid Etal, 2003) The applications of traditional ideas
in contemporary buildings was also discussed (Al-Hinai etal, 1993) (Taylor etal, 2009) Social and
cultural sustainability was discussed at the level of urban planning in many editions (Axelsson etal,
2013) (Elnokaly etal, 2013) Other publications clarified the evolution of the term of cultural
sustainability and its importance and applications (ICCPR, 2012) The cultural sustainability was
discussed in many editions with applications in many countries via case studies (Chiu, 2004)
(Hamansari, 2012) (Virtanen etal, 2012) (Zinas etal, 2010) (Turcotte etal, 2010).
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3. Traditional
T
Omaani Residence ass a Reflection of Environmental and Cultural Aspects
The concep
pt of tradition with
w reference to the Prince’s Scho
ool of Traditionaal Arts is
botth timeless and un
niversal. The term
m “Tradition” hass several meaninggs. However, traddition can
be defined
d
as, the cuustoms and mann
ners of a particularr society which arre handed down from
f
one
gen
neration to the next
n
(Aaazm, 20008). According to
o Hassan Fathy, one of the pio
oneers of
susttainable architectuure, traditional arrchitecture has ressulted through acccumulated experience and
tim
me. Fathy stated that
t
the developm
ment of traditionaal architecture haas integrated climate, local
matterials and social cultural
c
values (Ab
bdul Majid’ 2013)).
The climate off Oman is marked by very hot summers,
s
where tthe summer temp
peratures
o reach 50o C. Th
he winter climate is
i very agreeable ((Al-Lawati, 2005). Climate
havve been known to
has a certain highly observed
o
effect on
o architectural fo
orms. As the prin
nciple purpose off building
o change the miccroclimate, peoplee everywhere havee learned to interract with their clim
mate and
is to
builld houses that aree more satisfactory in providing th
hem with the miccroclimate that th
hey need.
In arid
a zones, wheree Oman lies, the people live undeer the blazing sun
n and excessive heat,
h
they
con
nstructed houses with
w thick walls with
w very small openings
o
to keep out hot air and sun
s glare.
Wo
ooden lattices fill larger opening to
t subdue the suun glare while allo
owing the breezee to pass
thro
ough (figure 1). Selecting
S
materialss with high therm
mal insulation quaalities, like mud brick,
b
was
ano
other technique (F
Fathy,archive,unu..edu) In addition, structures are gro
ouped together to
o provide
shaade and to create relatively
r
cool miccroclimates (figuree 2). (Costa & No
oble, 1982).

Figuure 1. Traditional Omani
O
houses with thick
th
walls and veery small screened opeenings.

Figuure 2. grouped structtures to provide shadee.
Aftter having an in-ddepth look on th
he effect of envirronmental factorss on Oman’s arch
hitecture,
ano
other close look must
m focus on the culture of the Om
mani people.
Theere are many defiinitions of culturee but in this studyy, two are notewo
orthy. The first one
o is by
UN
NESCO in 1989; Cultural heritagee is defined as “the
“
entire corpuus of material siggns-either
artiistic or symbolic-handed on by th
he past to each cuulture and, thereffore, to the whole human
kindd” (Axels son et.al, 2013). The other stated by An
ndretti and Ferrerro in 1952 as “Evverything
thatt people have reffers to material po
ossessions; everytthing that people think refers to th
he things
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they carry around in th
heir heads, such as
a ideas, values, an
nd attitudes; and eeverything that people do
www.academia.ed
du)
refers to behavior pattterns”(Scammon,w
he seventh centuryy, Oman was one of the first counttries to answer thee call of Islam durring the
In th
time of prophet Moh
hammed (PBUH)(AL Zubair, 20133). The religion o
of Islam penetrattes into
hing untouched byy the sacred. Thiis means that therre is no
everyy aspect of man’s life, leaving noth
differrentiation betweeen the sacred and profane in the evveryday life of a M
Muslim. The shaaria that
draw
ws its inspiration from
f
the divine law,
l
regulates thee daily life of thee Muslim commuunity by
settin
ng limits and guidde lines that means all the ideas, vallues, and attitudess in the Muslim’s head
h
or
his cuulture, affected byy the limits and guuide lines of his reeligion’s believes o
of Islam (Azzam, 2008)
Neveertheless, basic Islamic
I
design and
a
decorative values
v
are foundd in Oman’s traditional
archiitecture, conventio
ons related to purrity and simplicityy that are in line w
with the Spartan liife style
enforrced by the difficuulties posed by Oman’s
O
climate, terrrain and econom
mical limitations th
hat took
expreession in domestiic architecture (A
Al Zubair, 2013). Art and architeccture have alwayss held a
centrral role in the civvilization of Islam
m. The art of arrchitecture in Islaam encompasses the full
rangee of disciplines and
a crafts, like: carpentry, maso
onry, ceramic tilee-work, metal wo
ork and
stained glass. It is ap
pparent that thesee arts and crafts exist
e
to embellish and uplift the Muslim’s
M
everyyday life. Some reeligious beliefs arre affecting the Isslamic architecturre; the Muslim architect
admiits his submissio
on to the divinee will that God is the Supremee Architect. Th
hus, the
relatiionship between the architect and his surroundin
ng environment iis one that is baased on
respeect not arrogance.. The Islamic artt- namely, geomettry biomorphic fo
orm or arabesque reflects
the order
o
of the univeerse. The arabesqque or biomorphiic , which symbollize pristine naturre. The
Musllim artist is inspireed by the multipliicity of forms, pattterns, and rhythm
ms he sees aroundd him in
naturre and abstract theem to their fundaamental essence (ffigure 3).

Figurre 3 Geometry and biomorphic
b
arabesquee works
The fine and applied arts
a remain centraal elements in the everyday life of th
he Muslim, still prracticed
by crraftsmen througho
out the Islamic wo
orld (Azzam, 2008).
The culture of the Muslims
M
and the Islamic
I
way of liife strictly stress privacy of a fam
mily and
secluusion of females. Accordingly, the visual privacy waas an essential eleement which affeccted the
plan and the shape off all traditional Arrab houses, to be clearly defined ass public, semi pub
blic and
privaate spaces. (El-sh
horbaggy, 2010). In
I the traditionall Omani architeccture, the main ap
pparent
princciple which affeccts the house design
d
relates to Islamic conventtions of privacy. The
intro
overted character of the dwelling, the
t arrangement and
a the orientatio
on of rooms and viewing
v
winddows, towards the interior courtyardd, the bent entran
nce (majaz), the exxterior screened windows
w
and the combination of the covered interior courtyarrd and the wind catcher (malqaf) are all
nctive characteristtics of the Omanii house. All these features are reprresenting the response to
distin
the needed
n
high level of
o privacy.
Finallly, it was obviouus that every arch
hitectural element in the tradition
nal Omani house,, as the
otherr traditional housses in the Arab world,
w
represented a solution to a different probleem that
perfo
ormed according to specific condiition. There were a sequence of rrelated challengess which
were met successfuully to achieve that beauty traaditional house responded to certain
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envvironmental, sociaal, cultural and reliigious mode and requirements.
r
A
Contem
mporary Traditio
onal Architecturre, A state Policyy
4. Adopting
Oman has existed
e
as a districct country as far back
b
as the fourth
h century BC. Thrroughout
its history, Oman exxperienced periodds of prosperity interspersed
i
with
h periods of relatiive calm.
n 1970, with the accession to thee throne of his m
majesty Sultan Qab
boos bin
(MccBrierty, 2003). In
Saidd, the contemporaary architecture of Oman commen
nced its Renaissance. The past fourr decades
havve been a period of unprecedentedd development, growth
g
and prosp
perity for the Sulttanate of
Om
man (Al Zubair, 20013). Major infra structural projectts were realized.
Om
man’s renaissance included not on
nly a comprehensiive renewal of alll aspects of the country’s
c
socciety and economyy, but also a flow
wering of the artss and culture. Om
man does not com
mpromise
tradditions and social values. It is eviddent that Oman’s deep rooted histo
ory is a source off national
pridde. In 1970, two architect
a
Consultaants, British and Iraqi,
I
were each commissioned to prepare
p
a
plan
nning proposal for
f the developm
ment and extensio
on of the capital Muscat and neigghboring
Muutrah. The two rep
ports had similar primary aims to determine
d
the stattus and role of thee old city
of Muscat
M
in the con
ntext of national politics
p
and econo
omics; to preservve the walls and trraditional
builldings in the new
w districts; and prrepare plans for the
t expanding metropolitan region
n. Their
reports emphasized the
t vast national value
v
of Muscat’s heritage that theyy recommended should be
enrriched by maintenance and renovatiion.
In 1980s,
1
the Ministrry of Land affairs based on the abo
ove mentioned stuudies issued guidellines that
stip
pulated new builddings to comply with
w “Islamic Forrms”. These guiddelines were deveeloped in
19887; an “Elevation Guideline” was enacted by the Diwan
D
of the Royyal Court. This document
d
aim
med to ensure the high quality of arcchitectural design
n in the new consttructions with refeerence to
the unique Arab/ Omani
O
and Islamicc architecture. The
T attached illustrations to the “E
Elevation
Guideline” manual were
w
restrictive. Sets of drawings specified the forrm and style of boundary
b
gatees and walls, main entry doors and windows givingg a variety of opttions for arched or
o flat in
letss, modifies and raiiling (Figure 4).
Thee manual succeedded in controllingg the chaotic devvelopment that haappened in a verry speedy
devveloping city. Th
he next edition of
o “Building Regulations for Musscat” in 1992 allo
owed for
creaative designs with
h the frame of the local, Arabic and
d some Islamic arcchitecture (Damlaaji, 1999).
Tho
ose regulations haave been re-reviseed, evaluated and modified
m
in 1992 and 2011.

Figuure 4. “Elevation Guideline”
G
manual to control the elevations of new buildings (Thhe Diwan of the Royaal Court)

Figuure 5. contemporaryy Omani architecture in line with the tradditional one
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In alll editions, the con
ntent of the follo
owing article was not changed “Th
he architectural deesign of
facaddes/elevations of residential and residential/comme
r
ercial buildings sh
hall be accordingg to the
local, Arabic, or Islaamic style” (Buildding Regulations for Muscat, chaapter 11, point2,, article
precedented in th
he Gulf
No.333). Other regulattions in the buildding code were also enforced un p
regio
on, restricting heiight of buildings to a maximum of
o three stories ffor residential buuildings.
Certaain light colors are
a also mandato
ory (Muscat Mun
nicipality publicattions, 1992). Thee above
speciifications retain the
t wonderfully sensitive
s
appreciaation of the natuural environment of the
conteemporary Omani architecture as th
he traditional oness (figure 5).
he Current Omaani People Attitu
ude of House Deesign
5. Th
A questionnaaire was distributeed, accompanied with interviews o
of an arbitrary sam
mple of
archiitects and consulttant architects. The
T sample of sixx participants hadd a variety of exp
perience
workking in Omani market
m
(ranging beetween 4-24 yearss), different acadeemic back groundd (their
degreees from United States, India, Eggypt, and Palestiine), and differen
nt gender is represented
(three female and threee male designers)).In addition, the consultant offices are located in different
d
he capital; Rawi, Al
A Wattia, Al Hail, Al Mwalhand Al Khoud.
distriicts in Muscat, Th
Research objectives arre to investigate the
t customer’s geeneral attitude of commitment to use the
he most used traditional
onal Omani archiitecture. In addittion, identifying th
featuures of the traditio
itemss and the comm
mon guidelines off requested design
n and plan morp
phology. The buudget in
guidiing the applicatio
on of traditionall items was also
o included. Moreeover, the increasing or
decreeasing trend of co
ommitment to thee heritage vocabullary between the o
old and young cusstomers
was also
a measured.
All th
he participants aggreed that the buddget limited the in
nherent wish of tthe customers to use the
tradittional vocabularyy and enforce peeople to lower their
t
satisfaction to the minimum
m. The
prevaailing traditional features in contemporary Omani architecture are rrespectively as sh
hown in
(Chaart 1) are; arches, crenellation, dom
mes, arabesque works, and mashraabiya. The ratio of
o using
tradittional elements beetween customerss according to bud
dgetary constraintts is also include.
In adddition, all the deesigners agreed th
hat providing privvacy is the comm
mon selection betw
ween all
custo
omers. All the cuustomers asked to
o use tinted reflected glass for wiindows that obsccure the
vision
n. Other privacy elements like inclluding two separaate majlis ( receptio
on hall ) for wom
men and
men is required with 80% of the custtomers and using bent entrance to
o the sitting area or two
a
by 65% off the customer ho
ouses according to
o (Chart
separrate doors for gueests & family , is applied
2).

Chart
rt 1. The prevailing traditional
tr
features inn contemporary Omaani architecture
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Chaart 2. The ratio of inncluding privacy elem
ments in the contempporary Omani resideences
Thee consultants agreeed that the new generation of Omani
O
people tendd to prefer moderrn design
Thee author conducteed a survey of Omani
O
people in 2010
2
and 79% of the participants preferred
p
the traditional style.
6. Cultural
C
Continu
uity – Cross Casee Studies Analyssis
The three projects
p
identifiedd for this study reepresent three cen
nturies of time- frame to
testt the cultural sustaainability. In adddition, to avoid th
he effect of budgeetary constraints, the three
pro
ojects belong to owners
o
with no economic
e
limitatio
ons. Different locations in Oman
n are also
targgeted. The availability of inforrmation and doccumentation -esp
pecially for the historical
h
exaamples- was one of
o the controlling factors.
Thiis paper used multiple
m
data and evidence-gatherin
ng techniques. Collecting docum
ments of
enggineering drawinggs was the firstt technique. In
nterviewing the ttwo owners of the two
con
ntemporary resideences was the second one. Using questionnaire forrm filled by the owners
o
to
doccument the data gathering
g
was also
o used. Direct ob
bservation through
h conducting visitts for the
threee case studies waas also employed. (Turcotte, 2010)
Thiis paper will test the cultural conttinuity of some design
d
criteria thaat accumulated in
n the sub
con
nscious of the pop
pulation over cen
nturies (Elnokaly,22013). Respectingg family privacy in
nfluenced
the plan morphologgy and openings design
d
(Al-Shorbaggy, 2010). The relationship betw
ween the
con
nstructions and suurrounding enviro
onment at the leveel of height color and material. In addition,
the using of geomeetry and biomorp
phic form or arab
besque works an
nd the use of Oggival and
scallloped arch are so
ome of heritage syymbols that have evocative
e
nature ((Al-Zubair,2013).
Th
he analysis of casse study data usin
ng a pattern fitting approach evaluuated to what exteent these
critteria are embodieed in each residence and why were
w
or were no
ot reflected in eaach case.
(Tuurcotte, 2010).
m
6.1 House Moqham
The Housee Moqham is a hisstorical monumen
nt that is built in state Bucher. It was
w built
by and lived in it duuring the twelfth century AH. (threee centuries ago) The Ministry of Heritage
andd Culture restoreed and rehabilitaated this house twice in 1991 and 2010 as a museum
(ww
ww.adel14c.ala&dal.net/t348).
Th
he morphology of
o the house plan
n has three identiffied zones ; public , semipublic and private
the private zone of bedrooms
b
isolatedd vertically on thee first floor and grrouped around op
pen court
yardd with minimal out
o door screenedd openings. The construction of tw
wo story building in earthy
colo
or stone material and wooden roo
of is sensitively related to the surro
ounding environm
ment. As
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Oman is a land of scarce resources and conservative values till the 1970s, the aesthetic value of
using the craftwork of arabesque was restricted to the main entrance doors using ogival arch
characterized by a beauty of proportion and elegance in interiors is shown in(figures 6)

Figure 6. Public, semi-public and private zones and other architectural features
6.2 Baital Dalalil
Bait al Dalalil has a historic and cultural value, as it was erected at the early 1900s (one
century ago). It was the first old Muscat house to be opened to the public it is original
manifestation (Al Zubair, 2013). At the level of morphology, the plan has also three zones; public
zone, semi-public zone and private zone Including three entrances one per each zone provided
the required level of Privacy the tow entrances to private and semi-private zones are bent once
facing a wall not a space. In addition, there is an open to ask interior courtyard at the semi-private
zone with wind catches to achieve thermal comfort without depending on exterior openings
which affected the family privacy. Later, the open courtyard was transformed into a covered
gallery space with horizontal stained glass windows the construction of one story light color
building, mud brick walls that are more than two-thirds of a meter thick and wooden roof is
achieving sustainability with surrounding environment the aesthetic value of using the carved
wooden doors and white-on white plaster arabesque motif works are more represented than the
first case study moreover, using the same ogival arch besides the scalloped arch indicates
continuity with first example three centuries ago (figure 7)

Figure 7. Public, semi-public and private zones and other architectural features
6.3 House Omar Al Shanfri
This house is erected in 2011 in Salalah, In spite of spending five years in United States
to study computers science, Omar chose his house design completely in line with the traditional
Omani architecture. The owner of this house has no economic limitations. All the inherent
cultural values and beauty freely in the design with no constraints. The morphology of the plan is
also divided into three obvious zones, the public, semipublic on the ground floor with separate
entry for each zone(figure 14-a) the private zone of bedroom vertically on first floor.
The construction of two floor height and light colors to incorporate sensitively with the
surrounding the arabesque work is excessively used in different materials (wood, gypsum and
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plastic) the continuity of using ogival and scalloped arches in the front elevation and interiors
(figure 8).Going through the three case studies the cultural sustainability of Omani residences is
highly represented.

Figure 8. Public, semi-public and private zones and other architectural features
7. Conclusions and Recommendations
The traditional architecture in Oman came about through accumulated experience over
a time frame which started from 4000 B.C. The development of such traditional architecture
integrated climate, local materials and socio-culture.
Oman was one of the first countries to answer the call of Islam in the seventh century. The
religion of Islam penetrates through every aspect of man’s life, creating inherent symbolic
language. There are certain limits and guidelines that regulate the daily life of the Muslim, which
are reflected on his ideas, values and attitudes. The state policy in adopting contemporary
traditional Omani architecture through many decisive legislations and regulations is further
discussed. The current Omani people’s attitudes to house design is clarified through the results of
a questionnaire distributed to architect consultants. Subsequently, cultural continuity is revealed
through the analysis of cross case studies of three residence examples that have been erected
within a time frame of three centuries.
The recommendation of this work is as follows: the applications of the traditional Omani ideas in
contemporary buildings are suggested as a means to reduce energy consumption. This issue
however needs further research. The awareness of the importance of traditional Omani
architecture is promoted by education, communication, and public policies. The new generation
of Omani people showed less interest in the continuity issue, as they value buildings that define
elements of their cultural identity. Each community has to seek improving people’s quality of life
through promoting and protecting the cultural sustainability of the society. Deriving lessons from
the Omani experience in keeping the continuity between its heritage and contemporary
architecture is advisable. Local policies have a crucial role in the protection of the community’s
culture. Finally, cultural sustainability which affect people’s satisfaction and the state’s identity
should be included in any state policy and also be a part of all decisions and actions on the local
and national levels.
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